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gorsebrookcondos.com
Renderings are an artist’s impression. Prices and specifi cations subject to change without notice E. & O.E.

$253,900STARTING
FROM

MOVE IN FALL 2019!
Gorsebrook Park offers something very unique: parkside living in the heart of the South End. With double 
storey townhouses, generous one, two and three bedroom suites, and penthouse units with expansive roof-
top terraces, this is an opportunity you will not want to miss. 

Contact us today to learn about our limited time promotions.
902.429.0089 • info@gorsebrookcondos.com

Gorsebrook Sales Centre
1034 Wellington Street, Halifax NS, B3H 2Z8
Hours: Thurs, Sat & Sun; 1pm - 4pm or by appointment.
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“ Belonging 
starts within. 
How can you 
figure out if 
you belong 
if you don’t 
know yourself 
in the first 
place?”  
Mark 
Tewksbury

“ You need 
all kinds of 
people.”  
Temple 
Grandin

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO  BELONG?

WILDER 
TEWKSBURY 
THOMAS BERNARD
GRANDIN 
SINCLAIR
HANSEN
SAINTE-MARIE 
DOYLE-BEDWELL
JOUDRY
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DALHOUSIE’S 200TH YEAR HAS BEEN A SPECIAL ONE, 
with so many inspiring events happening across campus. 
I’ve had the pleasure of helping open amazing new spaces 
for students and faculty, award honorary degrees to na-
tional and international thought leaders, and toast the start 
of this great university’s third century.  

Significant anniversaries like these are a time to look 
back and celebrate our achievements, to thank those who 
have helped us along the way, and to dream about what’s 
next. And there has been so much to celebrate and be grate-
ful for, with Dalhousie’s enrolment, research income and 
fundraising all reaching new heights.

Anniversaries also represent both an ending and a be-
ginning, and it’s that “ending” part that is bittersweet for 
me personally. Back in June, I shared the news that I would 
be leaving Dalhousie in the new year to lead the new Quan-
tum Valley Ideas Lab in Waterloo, Ontario. It’s an opportu-
nity to return to my roots as a physicist, helping to establish 
Canada as a global leader in quantum technology—one of 
the most exciting fields in science and tech today. 

Still, it was not a decision made lightly. When my fam-
ily and I moved to Halifax in 2013, we knew we were ar-
riving someplace special. There has long been a connection 
between the Prairies (where we came from) and the Mar-
itimes, and people from one always seem to feel at home 
in the other. The talent, the commitment, the spectacular 
achievement of the students, faculty, staff, alumni and 
partners who make up this university community—it has 
all been, simply put, inspiring. I am so thankful and grate-
ful to everyone for the experience of the past five-and-a-
half years—an experience I will carry with me for a lifetime.

Above all else, I’m proud of what we were able to achieve 
together. The sense of celebration this year is about more 
than a milestone number. It’s about the momentum we’re 
seeing through our shared achievements. It’s about solid-
ifying Dalhousie as the leading research university in At-
lantic Canada, strengthening our connections across the 
region. And it’s about taking our place as a truly global 
institution, one that is bringing together the world's best 
minds to take on the great challenges of our time.

Reflecting back on my time as president, there are three 
themes that stand out. 

The first is DREAMING BIG. Dalhousie is no longer that 
“little college by the sea,” and hasn’t been for some time. In 
2016, Dal earned the largest research grant in Canada that 
year for our Ocean Frontier Institute—an initiative bring-
ing together our best ocean researchers with the best in the 
region and in the world. Dalhousie researchers have won 
Canada’s top science prize—the Herzberg Gold Medal—in 
three out of the past five years (Ford Doolittle, Axel Becke 
and Jeff Dahn). And there has been a Dalhousie Rhodes 
Scholar nearly every year of my time here—91 now, in total, 
a number which only a handful of other North American 
schools can claim. In a knowledge age, Dalhousie’s mis-

sion of teaching, research and service is more relevant than 
ever. We must continue to forcefully advance our mission 
on a global scale, particularly in areas of unique strength 
and relevance to our region, and across all of our academic 
disciplines as befits a truly world-class research university.

The second is THE IMPORTANCE OF KINDNESS. Uni-
versities are vital to our society’s efforts to build a better 
world, which means we are often at the forefront of reck-
oning with the problems of our current one. Some of the 
most challenging issues Dalhousie has faced in recent years 
have been about ensuring an academic community where 
everyone belongs. But these issues have also motivated in-
credible, inspiring work across the university. This work 
continues, because the journey towards a more inclusive 
university and society is constantly moving forward. As 
Dalhousie works to better support its growing community 
of international students and scholars, and to live up to its 
special responsibility to Indigenous Peoples in Canada—
especially to the people of Mi'kma'ki—and to the African 
Nova Scotian community, it should do so with openness, 
commitment and kindness. 

Finally, there’s the idea that NOBODY DOES ANYTHING 
ALONE—a phrase I’ve said quite often during my presiden-
cy, and one that my Dalhousie experience has proved true 
time and time again. It’s not just that the greatest opportu-
nities and challenges facing the world are too large and too 
complex for any one discipline, institution, or even country 
to tackle alone. It’s that there are so many partners out there 
eager to work with a great institution like Dalhousie. Think 
about how the experience of our students and researchers 
in Engineering, Architecture and Planning has been forever 
changed by the IDEA Project, which has transformed half 
of our Sexton campus, or how our Fountain School of Per-
forming Arts will be similarly transformed by the revitaliz-
ing of our Dalhousie Arts Centre. These aren’t just simply 
infrastructure projects. They are collaborations that unite 
governments, donors, industry, students and the univer-
sity around shared opportunities to make a difference, not 
just for our academic experience, but our broader commu-
nity. Universities can bring people together like few other 
institutions in society—one of our very greatest strengths. 

I conclude with the advice I offered in my Bicenntennial 
Address earlier this year: that Dalhousie must continue to 
strive to be intelligent, inclusive and inspiring. To be a place 
that develops ideas, knowledge and talent to build a better 
world. Where we reconcile our past and draw on the diverse 
strengths of all people. Where creativity, courage and com-
passion are inspired. Where the best of our region connect 
with the best in the world, for the benefit of all.

Dalhousie’s future is bright. It has been remarkable, and 
a true privilege, to help that future take shape over my five-
and-a-half years as president. And while it’s bittersweet to 
hand over the reins to another president to lead Dalhousie 
into it third century, I can assure you: the best is yet to come. 

AS DALHOUSIE COMES TO THE END OF THE 

CELEBRATION OF OUR 200TH ANNIVERSARY, PRESIDENT 

RICHARD FLORIZONE REFLECTS ON THE UNIVERSITY’S 

FOUNDATIONS AND ITS FUTURE

moving forward
Looking back,

President Richard Florizone (left) and Dr. Kevin Hewitt, chair of Dalhousie's Senate (right) with Wanda Robson (centre), younger sister of Nova Scotia civil rights pioneer 
Viola Desmond, on stage at the inaugural Viola Desmond Legacy Lecture. Educator, author and activist Angela Davis was the featured speaker.
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BUILDING 
ON 

  200 
YEARS

As Dal enters its third century, the 
doors are opening to new teaching 
and research facilities across its 
campuses. By Matt Reeder

TOP Dalplex 
Fitness Centre 
has added 57,000 
square feet of 
space to existing 
facilities. RIGHT 
The opening of 
the Bicentennial 
Gardens this 
summer cements 
the Ag Campus’s 
reputation as a 
destination for 
botanical garden 
lovers. LEFT The 
Ag Campus’s 
new $24-million 
biomass heating 
plant is a beacon 
of sustainable 
energy 
generation.
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cover by AAron McKenzie FrAser

features

Looking back, moving forward As President Richard Florizone 
moves on to new challenges, he reflects on his five years at Dalhousie.  
By Richard Florizone
page 12

wHaT doES iT mEan To bELong? Over the past year, Dal has welcomed 
a broad range of thinkers to campus, asking them to reflect on the 
question of what it means to belong. We’ve gathered some of their 
thoughts, along with insights from members of the Dalhousie community. 
By Ryan McNutt, with files from Stefanie Wilson and Matt Reeder
page 14

bUiLding on 200 YEarS As the university enters its third century, 
the doors are opening to new teaching and research facilities across 
Dalhousie’s campuses. By Matt Reeder
page 24
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Contact us at editor@dal.ca

mELaniE JoLLYmorE is an 
experienced freelance writer who 
has been working with Dalhousie 
University since the late 1990s, with a 
focus on health, research and medical 
education. She has also been a 
literary publicist for the past 20 years 
and continues to work with Penguin 
Random House.

PaT LEE has been a journalist for more 
than 30 years, working for 26 of them 
at The Chronicle Herald as a reporter, 
columnist and editor. She now works 
as a freelance writer for various 
publications.

rYan mcnUTT is a senior 
communications advisor with 
Dalhousie Communications and 
Marketing and a freelance music 
journalist whose work has been 
featured in Maisonneuve, The Walrus, 
Exclaim! and AUX.

maTT rEEdEr spent more than three 
years as senior online editor at the 
Financial Post and four years in the 
digital newsroom at Reuters prior to 
joining Dalhousie’s Communications 
and Marketing team.

aSSiSTanT vicE-PrESidEnT, 
commUnicaTionS and markETing
Catherine Bagnell Styles
EdiToriaL commiTTEE
Brian Leadbetter, Hope McCallum,  
Ryan McNutt, Julia Watt 
conSULTing EdiTor
Kim Pittaway 
advErTiSing managEr
Patty Baxter, Metro Guide Publishing
arT dirEcTor
Paul Williams
PUbLicaTion dESign  
Watkins Communication and Design
ProdUcTion aSSiSTanT 
Jane Lombard

cLaSS noTES classnotes@dal.ca

in mEmoriam alumni.records@dal.ca
addrESS cHangES 
Tel: (902) 494-6855; 1 (800) 565-9969 
Email: alumni.records@dal.ca
Alumni Records, Office of Advancement, 
Dalhousie University, PO Box 15000, 
Halifax, Nova Scotia B3H 4R2 
PUbLiSHEd and ProdUcEd bY 
Dalhousie University Communications  
and Marketing

CANADA POST PUBLICATIONS: MAIL PM41901013
RETURN UNDELIvERABLE ITEMS TO:  
ALUMNI OFFICE, DALHOUSIE UNIvERSITy, PO BOx 15000, 
HALIFAx, NS B3H 4R2

find daL on YoUr favoUriTE SociaL mEdia PLaTform

facEbook: www.facebook.com/DalhousieUniversity and www.facebook.com/Dalumni
TwiTTEr: @dalnews, @dalpres, @Dal_Alumni
inSTagram: instagram.com/dalhousie_university
YoUTUbE: www.youtube.com/dalhousieu
LinkEdin: www.linkedin.com/company/dalhousie-university 

INSIghTS ON 
bElONgINg
“In the Mi’kmaq context, we’re all part of the 
circle, and we all bring our unique perspectives 
and experiences to that circle. But we all need 
to be there for the circle to be complete.” That’s 
part of the answer that Dalhousie professor, 
lawyer and writer Patricia Doyle-Bedwell gave 
when we asked her for her thoughts on belong-
ing. Prof. Doyle-Bedwell was just one of almost 
a dozen thinkers we spoke to: five Dalhousie 
professors and alumni, as well as six nationally 
and internationally known activists, humani-
tarians, academics and writers who were part of 
the university’s Belong Forum speaker series.

It’s a compelling question: What makes you 
feel like you belong somewhere? And from 
there, other questions tumble: When have you 
felt shut out? When have you been welcomed 
in? Why is belonging important? And how do 
we create a world where a positive sense of be-
longing serves to strengthen our understand-
ing of each other?

The answers provided by our speakers and 
interviewees are rich and nuanced, the kinds 
of words and insights that linger as Prof. 
Doyle-Bedwell’s have with me. You’ll find a 
sampling of their responses on p. 14, along  
with full transcripts of their conversations on-
line at dalmag.dal.ca/belong/. We had so much 
material, we simply didn’t have room for it 
on our printed pages: online you’ll find Mark 
Tewksbury’s reflections on belonging start-
ing in your own skin; Buffy Sainte-Marie’s 
thoughts on leaving space for people to both 
belong and to seek solitude; Temple Grandin’s 
insights on how shared activities create con-
nection and so much more. We hope you find 
them all as thought-provoking as we have!

masthead contributors editorial

mailto:classnotes@dal.ca
mailto:alumni.records@dal.ca
mailto:alumni.records@dal.ca
www.facebook.com/DalhousieUniversity
www.facebook.com/Dalumni
instagram.com/dalhousie
www.youtube.com/dalhousieu
www.linkedin.com/company/dalhousie
dalmag.dal.ca/belong
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dal news

Charting her 
course 

Future Alumni

Hope Scheller spent her undergrad focused 
on science and cutting-edge biomedical re-
search. But when she started to explore how 
she could blend her passion for science with 
her love of arts and creativity into a career, 
she landed on a path she hadn’t even con-
sidered. “When a friend told me about Dal’s 
MBA program, I immediately felt like I’d 
found the optimal fit because there are so 
many avenues and career possibilities.”

One of the most appealing aspects for 
Scheller was the opportunity to gain hands-
on learning in the program’s eight-month 
corporate residency. And that’s what she has 
spent the better part of 2018 doing as project 
coordinator with Creative Destruction Lab-
Atlantic, Canada’s top startup accelerator. 
She’s worked closely with promising start-
up ventures aiming to transition into high-
growth companies. All the while, she’s had 
the unique opportunity to work with a power-
ful network of accomplished entrepreneurs 
who serve as mentors to the ventures. 

“Implementing and executing the first 
year of CDL-Atlantic has been incredibly in-
sightful, rewarding and a lot of hard work. 
It truly takes an entire ecosystem to raise a 
startup,” says Scheller, who is the first stu-
dent to hold the position. “I’ve gained invalu-
able real-world learning that will be a huge 
benefit to my future career.” 

And while Scheller hasn’t fully decided 
what exactly that will be, her time with CDL-
Atlantic has heightened her interest in sever-
al areas. “I’m still learning a lot about myself 
and different industries, but I ultimately see 
myself in an innovative and creative environ-
ment.” –Fallon Bourgeois
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Funding boost 

a Dal after-school program 
geared to increasing participation 
of students of african heritage in 
science, technology, engineering 
and mathematics (STeM) has 
gotten a federal funding boost 
from NSerc’s promoScience 
grant. The funding will help with 
science activity lab supplies and 
in hiring and training student 
coordinators and mentors. 

imhotep’s Legacy academy 
(iLa) after-School program 
was founded in 2003, and since 
then more than 60 participants 
have gone on to post-secondary 
education. “participants come 
to understand that anything is 
possible — their dreams and 
aspirations are attainable,” says 
asher Trim-Gaskin, program 
manager. –Sarah Dawson

2000+
Number of iLa participants  
since 2003

$120,000+
amount of funding in 3-year 
NSerc grant
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“We’ve become too comfortable in the positions we hold, on all sides.” What Does It Mean to Belong? page 14

dal news

Grade-school science teachers have a lot on 
their plate — which makes keeping up with the 
science itself a challenge at times. There’s where 
the Atlantic Science Links Association (ASLA) 
comes in. A volunteer-based charitable organi-
zation, ASLA aims to bridge the gap between the 
scientific community, schools and the public. It 
counts among its board several Dal faculty, in-
cluding President Arunika Gunawardena and 
Executive Director Rajesh Rajaselvam, both fac-
ulty members in the Department of Biology.

In late August, just prior to the start of the 
fall term, ASLA hosted its second-annual 

conference for science teachers, bringing 30 ju-
nior high teachers from across the province to 
campus. For a full day teachers were introduced 
to a variety of activities designed to introduce 
them to new and different ways to illustrate dif-
ferent scientific concepts. Best of all, the entire 
day of learning was provided free of charge.

“It’s giving them hands-on experiences that 
can then be taught to students at schools,” said 
Professor Rajaselvam. “And not only that, it 
gives them an introduction to the professors 
here, an opportunity to learn about what’s hap-
pening at Dalhousie.” –Ryan McNutt

Science lessons

community connection

Dal Dentistry prof Sachin Seth was chosen from among hundreds of home bakers across Canada to compete in the 
second season of The Great Canadian Baking Show, finishing among the final three bakers. Dr. Seth has been baking 
since he was a teenager. “Baking is truly a lab experiment: you have to have everything measured correctly, incorporated 
correctly, stirred correctly or it doesn’t work.” Find his recipe for Chocolate Chip Mug Cake at dal.ca/bakingshow .

dal.ca/bakingshow
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Ethics advisor
Name: Françoise Baylis 
POSITION: University Research Professor, 
Faculty of Medicine
Her backSTOry: This spring, Dalhousie bio-
ethics professor Dr. Françoise Baylis took an 
unusual step for an academic. She released 
a two-minute video on YouTube, The Body 
Economy: Human Eggs in the Marketplace, 
the first in a series of videos she is produc-
ing to stimulate public conversation around 
the thorny ethical issues of putting a price on 
human life. (The video may be found by search-
ing “The Body Economy” on YouTube.) In 
Canada, it is illegal to buy eggs or sperm, or to 
pay a surrogate mother to gestate a child. Last 
spring, Liberal MP Anthony Housefather intro-
duced a private member’s bill to decriminalize 
such payments. Dr. Baylis released her video in 
response, drawing on her more than 25 years of 
expertise in reproductive ethics.
HIgHlIgHTS: “I’m not saying to anyone ‘You 
are wrong!’. I am providing them with nuanced 
information about the potential consequences 
of certain actions and asking them ‘What 
do you think?’,” Dr. Baylis says. Two things 
inspired her video: the 40th birthday of the 
world's first "test-tube baby" and a Twitter 
video by a University of Toronto professor 
about the importance of Canadians supporting 
investment in science. “I thought, ‘Wow, this is 
much better way to communicate an important 
message to the public.’”
WHy SHe DOeS IT: Dr. Baylis believes academ-
ics have a responsibility to share the knowl-
edge they’ve gained through publicly funded 
research. “I consider myself to be a public ser-
vant,” she says. “It’s not enough to share just 
with students and colleagues, in lecture halls 
and paywall-protected journals. I must also 
reach out to the general public, to policymak-
ers, and to the health professionals involved in 
these decisions.” –Melanie Jollymore

why i do it

“Dalhousie is set to being its third century bigger and better than ever before.” Building on 200 Years, page 24

“ I’m asking people to get involved in the  
public conversation,” says Dr. Baylis of her  
thought-provoking video.
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“Universities are vital to our society’s efforts to build a better world.” Looking Back, Moving Forward, page 12

dal news

Dal’s largest cohort of Royal Society of Canada 
honourees has been recognized for outstanding 
scholarly, scientific and artistic achievement, six 
as RSC Fellows and three as new members of the 
College of New Scholars, Artists and Scientists. 

Those named to the College represent the 
emerging generation of scholarly, scientific and 
artistic leadership in Canada.

“To be recognized in this way is evidence 
of the impact each of them is making to their 
field,” says Dr. Alice Aiken, vice-president re-
search and innovation at Dalhousie. 

–Michele Charlton

THe NeW fellOWS INcluDe:
Dr. Janice Graham, Faculty of Medicine 
Dr. Sara Iverson, Faculty of Science
Dr. Marlon Lewis, Faculty of Science 
Dr. Ian Meinertzhagen, Faculty of Science 
Dr. Sherry Stewart, Faculty of Medicine
Dr. Michael Ungar, Faculty of Health

THe THree NeW cOllege memberS are: 
Dr. Anna MacLeod, Faculty of Medicine
Dr. Sean Myles, Faculty of Agriculture
Dr. Natalie Rosen, Faculty of Science

Record number of Royal Society honourees

INDIgeNOuS HealTH The 
health status of indigenous 
adults has been deteriorating 
in canada for over a 
decade, and socioeconomic 
inequalities in health among 
indigenous canadians have 
increased over time. These 
were some of the findings in 
a paper recently published 
by Dalhousie researchers 
in the Health Policy journal. 
"Socioeconomic inequalities 
in health among indigenous 
peoples living off-reserve 
in canada: Trends and 
determinants," the only 
study of its kind in canada, 
was led by Dal researchers 
Mohammad Hajizadeh (Health 
administration), Min Hu 
(economics), amy bombay 
(psychiatry and Nursing) and 
yukiko asada (community 
Health & epidemiology).
The paper notes that 
indigenous peoples in canada 
have health indicators often 
similar to that of developing 
countries. research has 
connected these inequalities 
to historical and contemporary 
aspects of colonization 
that discriminate against 
indigenous groups in canada. 
“We want to point out that 
there is so much strength 
within indigenous knowledges 
related to healing and how 
to improve our own health,” 
says Dr. bombay. “We should 
be empowering indigenous 
communities to determine 
what needs to be done to 
address these issues, within 
the specific context that they 
are living in.” –Dawn Morrison
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the list

Back row (left to right): Sara Iverson, Sean Myles, Marlon Lewis. Front row: Anna MacLeod, Janice Graham, Sherry 
Stewart. Not pictured: Michael Ungar, Natalie Rosen and Ian Meinertzhagen.
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“ Science transforms society. There  
is nothing we cannot solve through the 
advancement of science.”

raj Lada 
faculty of agriculture

INNOvaTION: Dr. Lada and his team at the 
Christmas Tree Research centre in Truro, N.S. 
work to understand and discover the genetic 
markers, environmental conditions  and other 
factors that cause Christmas trees to lose their 
needles after harvest.  
fOuNDaTION: Somatic embryos developed in 
the lab in the Department of Plant, Food and 
Environmental Sciences are being used to pro-
duce and grow so-called SMART Balsams.  
These trees epitomize the "ideal” Christmas 
tree—full and sturdy architecture, unique fra-
grance with needle retention lasting for up to 
three months or more. Two additional technol-
ogies including a delaying agent or spray and a 
protocol for post-harvest storage and transport 
have also been developed. These three innova-
tive technologies have been licensed to mem-
bers of the Nova Scotia Christmas Tree Co-op 
who have begun commercial production.
INSPIraTION: Dr. Lada draws inspiration from 
his desire to help advance humanity through 
science and innovation. He believes that ag-
riculture is the mother of all sciences and if it 
were to fail, so too would humanity. 
IN HIS OWN WOrDS: “Only when ideas are 
transformed into actions and solutions that 
benefit our ecosystem at large, is the value of 
science fully recognized.” 
WHy IT maTTerS: These innovative technol-
ogies will benefit the $100 million Christmas 
tree industry in Atlantic Canada by increasing 
the marketability of real Christmas trees while 
contributing to the health of the local agricul-
tural economy. These new products and tech-
nologies mean new opportunities to export 
SMART Christmas trees earlier in the season 
and to a wider range of international markets. 
This will also contribute to more well-paying 
jobs in Atlantic Canada while helping to sus-
tain this vital industry. –Stephanie Rogers

“Knowing someone is supporting my future makes me want to do my best.” Breaking Down Barriers, page 30
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the math behind  
the Beatles
Dalhousie Math professor 
and Beatles fanatic Jason 
Brown generated news 
headlines around the 
world in August with the 
release of a study aimed 
at settling debate about 
the authorship of Beatles 
songs. The study was an 
exercise in stylometry: 
using statistical techniques 
to determine authorship. 
With the help of Harvard 
student Ryan Song, Dr. 
Brown and Harvard 
statistician Mark Glickman 
analyzed the entire Beatles 
catalogue up through 
1966’s Revolver, going 
through the scores and 
recordings for every song. 

The vast majority of the 
band’s songs are credited 
to “Lennon-McCartney” 
regardless of which of 
the two may have written 
it. As well, especially on 
earlier Beatles material, 
there was often a great 
deal of collaboration and 
editing done between the 
two songwriters—and 
many cases where the 
recollections of exactly who 
wrote what differ. What the 
researchers were looking 
for were songwriting 
patterns that identified 
McCartney or Lennon’s 
work: things that each 
of them did, consciously 
or unconsciously, that 
left fingerprints on the 

songs. And the patterns 
they found helped 
them mathematically 
conclude the likelihood of 
authorship. For instance, 
their analysis found just a 
0.018 per cent probability 
that McCartney wrote the 
music for “In My Life.”

Has his research taken 
some of the fun out of 
his love for their music? 
“I’m still captivated by 
the brilliance of their 
songrwriting,” says Dr. 
Brown. “Even after all this 
analysis, it still excites 
me.”–Ryan McNutt

Big data meets  
big oceans
The Government of Canada 
has officially launched 
DeepSense, the Dalhousie-
based world-class big 
ocean data innovation 
environment. DeepSense 
is a unique ocean research 
partnership between 
industry, academia and 
government that will 
enable companies to 
benefit from technology 
solutions for real-
world ocean related 
data challenges to help 
them make sustainable 
and better-informed 
commercial decisions.

Hosted by Dalhousie’s 
Faculty of Computer 
Science, DeepSense 
bolsters the growing 
expertise at Dalhousie and 

in Atlantic Canada in ocean 
research and innovation, 
with industry and 
researchers collaborating 
on commercially-focused 
big data analytics projects. 
DeepSense will also create 
a pool of highly qualified 
people with the expertise 
and skills to contribute to 
further growth in Canada’s 
ocean economy.

IBM Canada is providing 
the high-performance 
computing infrastructure 
and personnel support 
that DeepSense will 
use to develop products 
and services for ocean 
industries, an in-kind 
contribution valued at 
$12.6 million. The Atlantic 
Canada Opportunities 
Agency’s (ACOA) Business 
Development Program has 
provided $6.9 million in 
funding to help establish 
DeepSense and fund 
operations for five years. 
Dalhousie and the Ocean 

Frontier Institute (OFI) 
are also investing a total 
of $2,133,151. Additional 
partners include the 
Province of Nova Scotia 
and the Centre for 
Ocean Ventures and 
Entrepreneurship (COVE). 
–Rebecca Rawcliffe

Faculty of ag 
welcomes first  
Phd student

Wasitha Thilakarnathna’s 
dreams of becoming a 
food scientist are one step 
closer to reality thanks to 
the recent launch of Dal’s 
new PhD in Agricultural 
Sciences—the first of its 
kind in Atlantic Canada. 
“I am really excited to be 
the first PhD student of 
the Agricultural Faculty,” 
says Thilakarnathna, a 
PhD candidate through 

the Department of Plant, 
Food, and Environmental 
Sciences. “Becoming a PhD 
student is a big milestone 
of my life!  Being the first 
PhD student of Dal AC 
makes it extra special.”
The PhD program will 
allow students to pursue 
advanced-level knowledge 
in agriculture and 
undertake independent 
research to generate new 
knowledge, both of which 
are imperative to the future 
of sustainable farming. 
Originally from Sri Lanka, 
Thilakarnathna moved to 
Truro in 2016 to pursue a 
master’s degree under the 
supervision of Vasantha 
Rupasinghe, who will 
also supervise his PhD. 
His research is focused 
on the role of plant-food 
flavonoids of cool climate 
fruits in reducing the risk 
of lung and liver cancers. 
–Stephanie Rogers

“The truly important thing is how you’ve enhanced the people around you.” Key Player, page 34
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notes Beatles fanatic 
and Dal  
Math prof 
Jason Brown



200 YEARS 

THANK 
YOU!
For celebrating with us. Participating. Inspiring. Showing up. 
Tuning in. Volunteering. And just being part of it all. It wouldn’t 
have been as memorable without you.

Dal.ca/200years
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As DAlhousie comes to the enD of the 

celebrAtion of our 200th AnniversAry, PresiDent 

richArD florizone reflects on the university’s 

founDAtions AnD its future
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Dalhousie’s 200th year has been a special one, 
with so many inspiring events happening across campus. 
I’ve had the pleasure of helping open amazing new spaces 
for students and faculty, award honorary degrees to na-
tional and international thought leaders, and toast the start 
of this great university’s third century.  

Significant anniversaries like these are a time to look 
back and celebrate our achievements, to thank those who 
have helped us along the way, and to dream about what’s 
next. And there has been so much to celebrate and be grate-
ful for, with Dalhousie’s enrolment, research income and 
fundraising all reaching new heights.

Anniversaries also represent both an ending and a be-
ginning, and it’s that “ending” part that is bittersweet for 
me personally. Back in June, I shared the news that I would 
be leaving Dalhousie in the new year to lead the new Quan-
tum Valley Ideas Lab in Waterloo, Ontario. It’s an opportu-
nity to return to my roots as a physicist, helping to establish 
Canada as a global leader in quantum technology—one of 
the most exciting fields in science and tech today. 

Still, it was not a decision made lightly. When my fam-
ily and I moved to Halifax in 2013, we knew we were ar-
riving someplace special. There has long been a connection 
between the Prairies (where we came from) and the Mar-
itimes, and people from one always seem to feel at home 
in the other. The talent, the commitment, the spectacular 
achievement of the students, faculty, staff, alumni and 
partners who make up this university community—it has 
all been, simply put, inspiring. I am so thankful and grate-
ful to everyone for the experience of the past five-and-a-
half years—an experience I will carry with me for a lifetime.

Above all else, I’m proud of what we were able to achieve 
together. The sense of celebration this year is about more 
than a milestone number. It’s about the momentum we’re 
seeing through our shared achievements. It’s about solid-
ifying Dalhousie as the leading research university in At-
lantic Canada, strengthening our connections across the 
region. And it’s about taking our place as a truly global 
institution, one that is bringing together the world's best 
minds to take on the great challenges of our time.

Reflecting back on my time as president, there are three 
themes that stand out. 

The first is Dreaming big. Dalhousie is no longer that 
“little college by the sea,” and hasn’t been for some time. In 
2016, Dal earned the largest research grant in Canada that 
year for our Ocean Frontier Institute—an initiative bring-
ing together our best ocean researchers with the best in the 
region and in the world. Dalhousie researchers have won 
Canada’s top science prize—the Herzberg Gold Medal—in 
three out of the past five years (Ford Doolittle, Axel Becke 
and Jeff Dahn). And there has been a Dalhousie Rhodes 
Scholar nearly every year of my time here—91 now, in total, 
a number which only a handful of other North American 
schools can claim. In a knowledge age, Dalhousie’s mis-

sion of teaching, research and service is more relevant than 
ever. We must continue to forcefully advance our mission 
on a global scale, particularly in areas of unique strength 
and relevance to our region, and across all of our academic 
disciplines as befits a truly world-class research university.

The second is the importance of kinDness. Uni-
versities are vital to our society’s efforts to build a better 
world, which means we are often at the forefront of reck-
oning with the problems of our current one. Some of the 
most challenging issues Dalhousie has faced in recent years 
have been about ensuring an academic community where 
everyone belongs. But these issues have also motivated in-
credible, inspiring work across the university. This work 
continues, because the journey towards a more inclusive 
university and society is constantly moving forward. As 
Dalhousie works to better support its growing community 
of international students and scholars, and to live up to its 
special responsibility to Indigenous Peoples in Canada—
especially to the people of Mi'kma'ki—and to the African 
Nova Scotian community, it should do so with openness, 
commitment and kindness. 

Finally, there’s the idea that noboDy Does anything 
alone—a phrase I’ve said quite often during my presiden-
cy, and one that my Dalhousie experience has proved true 
time and time again. It’s not just that the greatest opportu-
nities and challenges facing the world are too large and too 
complex for any one discipline, institution, or even country 
to tackle alone. It’s that there are so many partners out there 
eager to work with a great institution like Dalhousie. Think 
about how the experience of our students and researchers 
in Engineering, Architecture and Planning has been forever 
changed by the IDEA Project, which has transformed half 
of our Sexton campus, or how our Fountain School of Per-
forming Arts will be similarly transformed by the revitaliz-
ing of our Dalhousie Arts Centre. These aren’t just simply 
infrastructure projects. They are collaborations that unite 
governments, donors, industry, students and the univer-
sity around shared opportunities to make a difference, not 
just for our academic experience, but our broader commu-
nity. Universities can bring people together like few other 
institutions in society—one of our very greatest strengths. 

I conclude with the advice I offered in my Bicenntennial 
Address earlier this year: that Dalhousie must continue to 
strive to be intelligent, inclusive and inspiring. To be a place 
that develops ideas, knowledge and talent to build a better 
world. Where we reconcile our past and draw on the diverse 
strengths of all people. Where creativity, courage and com-
passion are inspired. Where the best of our region connect 
with the best in the world, for the benefit of all.

Dalhousie’s future is bright. It has been remarkable, and 
a true privilege, to help that future take shape over my five-
and-a-half years as president. And while it’s bittersweet to 
hand over the reins to another president to lead Dalhousie 
into it third century, I can assure you: the best is yet to come. 

President Richard Florizone (left) and Dr. Kevin Hewitt, chair of Dalhousie's Senate (right) with Wanda Robson (centre), younger sister of Nova Scotia civil rights pioneer 
Viola Desmond, on stage at the inaugural Viola Desmond Legacy Lecture. Educator, author and activist Angela Davis was the featured speaker.
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“ Belonging 
starts within. 
How can you 
figure out if 
you belong 
if you don’t 
know yourself 
in the first 
place?”  
Mark 
Tewksbury

what does it mean to  belong?
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“ You need 
all kinds of 
people.”  
Temple 
Grandin

wilder 
Tewksbury 
Thomas bernard
grandin 
sinclair
hansen
sainTe-marie 
doyle-bedwell
joudry
Powley
ramos
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That’s the question Dal posed to thinkers we invited to campus as part of a year-
long conversation. We’ve captured some of their thoughts here on the page, along 
with reflections from members of the Dalhousie community. The conversations 
were rich and thought provoking, and while we only have room for excerpts on 
the printed page, you can access the full interviews by going to dalmag.dal.ca/
belong/. And you can view full speaker presentations at dal.ca/livestream.html. 
Here’s a sampling of what they had to say. interviews by ryan mcnutt, with assis-
tance from matt reeder and stefanie wilson. photos by aaron mckenzie fraser

what does belonging  
mean to you? 

dr. Craig steven wilder Professor 
and author of Ebony and Ivy: Race, 
Slavery and the Troubled History of 
America’s Universities
I think in part, especially in the context 
of the university, it means something 
more than inclusion or representation. 
It means being in a space that’s actual-
ly willing to adjust to my presence and 
reflect upon its own traditions, its own 
history and its culture to make sure that 
my presence can actually be respected in 
that context. It’s the willingness of an 
institution to not just have my presence 
but to respect and embrace my presence 
by actually changing in response to my 
being there and to other people being 
there.

I think we hide behind “tradition” a 
lot, and we weaponize tradition and turn 
it into a kind of slogan that protects us 
from these kinds of challenges. What I 
want from a university, what I want for 
my job and for my students, is that the 
university comes to understand that the 
challenge of diversity is actually about 
really rethinking who we are, constant-
ly, and reacting to the changing realities 
of a modern university campus.

mark tewksbury Olympian and 
humanitarian
Belonging has all kinds of different 
meanings. I think I choose to see it in 

a positive way, as being a part of some-
thing and sharing common values and 
common purpose. That opens you up 
to all sorts of inspiration and expansive 
thinking. You could look at belonging as 
ownership; you belong to me, I belong to 
something, which suddenly changes the 
dynamic entirely. It becomes far more 
restrictive and limiting. Belonging can 
be alienating, possibly, as in if I belong 
to this, I can’t belong to that. At the same 
time, it creates possibility. If I don’t be-
long to that, I must belong somewhere, 
so where do I belong? I think it’s an in-
teresting notion. I’m choosing the pos-
itive, belonging to the highest possible 
entity, the community where everyone 
can feel like they can also belong.

why does belonging matter in 
today’s world?

senator wanda thomas 
bernard (msw'77) Social worker, 
senator and advocate for social 
change; first African Nova Scotian to 
hold a tenure track position at Dal 
If we want to become a society where 
inclusion is a forethought, not an after-
thought, we have to have a society where 
everyone belongs—no matter who they 
are or no matter what they bring into 
the space that they’re occupying. It’s 
about people being truly valued for who 
they are, and where they’re allowed to 
be themselves, to develop their full po-
tential. Each human being in this world 

“ What we need 
to be able to 
do is talk to 
each other 
and listen to 
each other 
with respect.”  
Patricia  
Doyle-
Bedwell

what does it mean to  belong?

dalmag.dal.ca/belong
dalmag.dal.ca/belong
dal.ca/livestream.html
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and in this country deserves that ba-
sic sense of belonging. I consider that 
a basic human right. Yet we know there 
are exclusionary practices that can have 
debilitating impacts on people’s lives 
and consequently limit potential, limit 
opportunity. I believe that if we get to a 
place where we see differences as assets 
and not liabilities then we’ll have creat-
ed spaces where people normally “oth-
ered” will truly belong.  

temple grandin Animal scientist 
and advocate for people with autism
You’ll be lonely otherwise. And I think 
you need to be doing things in the world 
of “real” things, not just sitting at home 
and doing it on social media. Some of the 
happiest times I’ve ever had was work-
ing with the guys trying to figure out how 
to build some stuff, how to invent some 
stuff.

when have you most felt like 
you belonged?

senator murray sinClair 
Lawyer, senator and chief 
commissioner of the Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission (TRC)
Most of my life, I was raised in an envi-
ronment in which I was very successful: 
I was a top student, a very good athlete, 
and I participated in all of the sports and 
the teams. I was held in high regard by 
my teachers. I felt like that was the right 
thing to do, I felt like I belonged in that 
path, that that was my future. 

But where I lost that sense of be-
longing is when my children were born. 
When my first child was born, it made 
me realize that here I am, holding this 
Indigenous child, and I don’t know how 
to help him become an Indigenous man. 
That’s when I realized that we don’t 
belong in this kind of life. We need to 
figure out a way where we can still par-
ticipate in this day and age but as Indig-
enous people, as Anishinaabe people. 
And so that became my challenge, as a 
young father. And that’s been my life’s 
ambition with all of my children, to help 
them to see how they can live in this day 
and age and still be true to their identity.

riCk hansen Paralympian and dis-
ability activist
One of the unique privileges I’ve had is 
learning from and being part of a com-
munity of people who happen to have a 
disability. I had an accident when I was 
15, and so perhaps the greatest learning 
is that disability—whether it be visual, 
hearing, mobility, cognitive and other 
forms—knows no boundary. It happens 
to men, women, rich, poor, Black or 
white, Muslims, Catholics or atheists. At 
the end of the day, it happens to Cana-
dians, Chinese, Israelis, Arabs. I really 
believe that disability is truly a common, 
unifying force in a diverse society.

Therefore, the more we recognize and 
appreciate and respond to and move the 
dial on attitudes and stigmas related to 
disability—from old models of pity and 
lack of worth or meaning to a sense of 
normalized view that what really mat-
ters is ability—we remove barriers to 
full society and full participation. So, 
I’m privileged to be able to actually work 
through those core understandings 
through learning how to live with a dis-
ability, learning how to work with others 
to help make a difference, and pay it for-
ward to our community as a whole both 
nationally and globally. 

what is the single biggest 
threat to building a belonging 
soCiety?

buffy sainte-marie  
Singer-songwriter, humanitarian, 
Indigenous leader
The inflexibility that comes from a lack 
of exposure to good information result-
ing in a general lack of understanding 
on either side. But see, I think we can fix 
it. Multicultural sharing of food, sports 
and science and art and films and music 
and dance and cool new stuff and new 
friendships and good vibes — we have 
all the things to be proud of. Look what 
Gord Downie did with his life. To reach 
across that huge gulf from Chanie Wen-
jack to Gord’s huge hockey-player audi-
ence, who are not very much exposed to 
Indigenous issues or to my kind of mu-
sic. He closed that particular gap. And 
it’s wonderful for both sides! 

“ It’s on 
campus that 
we learn to 
rehearse and 
understand 
the sets of 
behaviours 
and the 
equipment 
that we need 
to engage with 
the world in 
respectful and 
productive 
ways.”  
Dr. Craig 
Steven Wilder

what does it mean to  belong?
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“ I most feel 
like I belong 
when I can 
make someone 
laugh.”  
Jen Powley
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patriCia doyle-bedwell (ba'91, 
llb'93) Lawyer, writer, first Mi’kmaq 
woman to earn tenure at Dalhousie
I think one of the biggest threats is mis-
understanding. I think about that in 
terms of being Mi’kmaq, and that there 
are people who don’t understand us. 
And because people don’t understand 
our history, where we come from, our 
values, our culture, our language—they 
tend to be afraid of what they don’t un-
derstand. 

I find that when I talk to people from 
other cultures, I’ve found the similar-
ities between us are stronger than the 
differences. In the Mi’kmaq context, 
we’re all part of the circle, and we all 
bring our unique perspectives and ex-
periences to that circle. But we all need 
to be there for the circle to be complete. 

That’s how I see Dalhousie: a huge 
circle, and we all need to understand 
that we are all bringing something con-
structive to the conversation and to the 
experience. When I’m teaching, I try to 
tell my students that: you have a unique 
perspective, and where you fit and 
where you belong is important in doing 
your work here. You’re part of this big-
ger circle. We all need to be there; we all 
need to be talking to one another.

shalan joudry (mes’17) 
Performance artist, community 
ecologist and author of Generations  
Re-merging
The biggest threat to a belonging soci-
ety is how society would be exclusion-
ary. For example, for me, being part In-
digenous, Indigenous education in the 
public school wasn’t inclusive. When I 
grew up, Indigenous topics were always 
framed as “they.” When textbooks or 
teachers referred to Indigenous people, 
they said “they.” However, while men-
tioning European settlers, it was always 
a reference to “we” and “our” ances-
tors. It meant that I was “they” and not 
“us.” I always felt excluded somehow 
That didn’t make me feel like I belonged 
in the classrooms, the school, or those 
communities where I was attending 
school. That’s just one example.

We have to question how we make 
sure that people can feel and be a part of 
our society and communities. We have 
to ask ourselves continuously: how do 
we be inclusive? And it’s not always ob-
vious. It takes other people to say, “Wait, 
what about us?” or “What about this?” 
You have to work to make sure that all 
people can see themselves recognized in 
the laws of society, the arts, education, 
business the people in service, in gov-
ernment, so on and so forth. 

what one Change Could we 
make as a soCiety to improve 
belonging? 

jen powley (mplan’09) Author 
of Just Jen: Thriving Through Multiple 
Sclerosis and Dal alumnus
I think eliminating the costs of universi-
ty and post-secondary programs would 
allow people to see that it is not intellec-
tual ability that confines people in the 
multiple restraints that so many people 
have to live with. There are people who 
are childcare workers rather than teach-
ers not because they are less able to run 
a classroom, but because they cannot af-
ford a four-year university degree.

what’s one thing that 
individuals Can do to foster 
belonging?

howard ramos Professor
The first thing is to be self-reflective and 
foster an ethic of humility. That means 
being open to things you don’t under-
stand, challenging yourself to question 
your own assumptions, to reach out and 
try new things that are different. Humil-
ity is also about recognizing that some-
times you’re not going to agree and that’s 
okay. But you can still respect someone 
for their difference. What I worry about 
in terms of our contemporary moment is 
that we’ve lost humility, and we’ve be-
come too comfortable in the positions 
we hold, on all sides. And that’s shrunk-
en the space we share together. 

“ The biggest 
obstacle is 
if we stop 
talking—if 
we don’t try 
and challenge 
ourselves to 
hear different 
voices.”  
Howard 
Ramos

what does it mean to  belong?
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Building 
on 

  200 
years

As Dal enters its third century, the 
doors are opening to new teaching 
and research facilities across its 
campuses. By Matt Reeder
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TOP Dalplex 
Fitness Centre 
has added 57,000 
square feet of 
space to existing 
facilities. RIGHT 
The opening of 
the Bicentennial 
Gardens this 
summer cements 
the Ag Campus’s 
reputation as a 
destination for 
botanical garden 
lovers. LEFT The 
Ag Campus’s 
new $24-million 
biomass heating 
plant is a beacon 
of sustainable 
energy 
generation.
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If Dalhousie’s founders were alive today, they 
might be surprised to see just how much their 
“little college by the sea” has changed—par-
ticularly, the size and shape of its physical 
footprint. While the university’s first corner-
stone was laid nearly 200 years ago in an in-
timate corner of the Grand Parade in down-
town Halifax, the Dalhousie of today spans a 
large swath of the city’s primary peninsula and 
stretches deep into the Nova Scotian heartland 
and even neighbouring New Brunswick with a 
satellite medical campus in Saint John.

This transformation began as far back as 
1886 when Dal moved from its original down-
town location (now home to Halifax City Hall) 
to a building in the city’s south end. Gradual 
expansion across what are now known as Car-
leton and Studley campuses followed and two 
substantial mergers over the last 20 years or 
so (the Technical University of Nova Scotia in 
1997 and Truro’s Nova Scotia Agricultural Col-
lege in 2012) have added some serious heft to 
Dal’s capital portfolio. But as the construction 
of more than a dozen new purpose-built facil-
ities since the turn of the millennium shows, 
the university’s organic growth has continued 
at a steady pace in recent years—with several 
major capital projects reaching completion 
during this bicentennial year alone. 

“Dalhousie is set to begin its third century 
bigger and better than ever before,” says Peter 
Coutts, Dal’s assistant vice-president of Facil-
ities Management. “We have the teaching and 
research facilities necessary for success and 
inspiring physical campuses that support our 
mission. As we continue to grow, our Campus 
Master Plan will serve as our compass towards 
what’s next.”

IDEA ProjEct 
Dalhousie’s $64-million IDEA Project has re-
vitalized the university’s downtown campus, 
solidifying its role as a hub of collaborative 
learning, design and innovation. Anchored by 
two new academic facilities, the campus sets 

a new standard for engineering, architecture 
and planning education, empowering stu-
dents and researchers alike to make a lasting 
impact on Nova Scotia and, more broadly, the 
world. Located in the heart of Halifax’s bur-
geoning innovation district, Dal’s enhanced 
downtown campus elevates the university’s 
role as a key driver of economic and social de-
velopment in Nova Scotia and Atlantic Cana-
da. Stunning upgrades to five existing facilities 
build on research strengths in sectors critical 
to our region’s economy, while facilities such 
as the Emera ideaHUB, new state-of-the-art 
workshops and labs throughout support de-
sign-centric curricula and innovation pro-
gramming that connects students and faculty 
to industry.

The project, which reached completion in 
fall 2018, would not have been possible with-
out the generous support of private donors, 
federal and provincial governments, corporate 
donors and partners, Dal students and alum-
ni.  “The IDEA Project is a testament to what’s 
possible when different groups rally around a 
shared vision that benefits all,” says John Ne-
whook, Dean of the Faculty of Engineering.

DAlPlEx FItnEss cEntrE ExPAnsIon 
This $23.3-million addition to Dal’s recreation 
and fitness facilities features one of the largest 
cardio and strength-training rooms in Hali-
fax, beautiful new multipurpose fitness rooms, 
and new accessible lockers and change rooms. 
Opened for service in May  2018, the modern, 
light-filled expansion adds 57,000 square feet 
of climate-controlled space to existing Dalplex 
facilities, further empowering students, staff, 
faculty and others to make physical health and 
overall wellness a priority.

At the centre of it all is a large, open-con-
cept fitness hall on the second floor that triples 
the amount of cardio and strength-training 
equipment on offer. A dedicated high-perfor-
mance training area on the ground floor en-
sures athletes from Dal’s 14 varsity and 26 club 
teams can also get the focused workout they 
need while preserving other space for general 
Dalplex members and students alike. “We are 
better equipped to meet traffic at peak times,” 
says Tim Maloney, Dal’s director of Athletics. 
“That means less waiting, more space, more 
freedom, more comfort as you work out.” 

Dal’s $64-million 
IDEA Project is a 
collaboration and 
innovation hub.
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The technology-equipped fitness studios 
provide plenty of airy space for group work-
outs, fitness seminars and presentations. Qui-
et and contained, these multipurpose rooms 
are also a welcome addition for devotees of 
yoga and other fitness disciplines. The fitness 
centre also provides a bright new entryway to 
all the other Dalplex facilities members have 
come to appreciate, including freshly reno-
vated fieldhouse courts, a pool, racquet courts, 
climbing wall and more. 

BIomAss PlAnt, stuDEnt lEArnIng 
commons AnD BIcEntEnnIAl gArDEn 
(AgrIculturAl cAmPus)
A new $24-million biomass heating plant 
completed this year on the Agricultural Cam-
pus near Truro stands out as a beacon of sus-
tainable-energy generation at Dalhousie. 
Swapping an aging wood-fired boiler and 
steam lines for a system that burns a wid-
er range of locally sourced biomass products 
(from sawmill residue to farm-based waste), 
generates electricity with a turbine, and uses 
hot-water heat distribution, the new plant 
provides the campus with a far more reliable 
and sustainable source of heat and energy. 

“The new plant is a major step towards our 
aspirations for this campus to be completely 
carbon neutral,” says David Gray, dean of the 
Faculty of Agriculture. “It also aligns well with 
a number of our research areas in renewable 
energy and will provide opportunities for us to 
put research into practice.”

The Ag Campus also saw the opening of the 
long-awaited Student Learning Commons on 
the top floor of the MacRae Library, an ideal 
space for students looking to study and so-
cialize outside the more formal classroom 
environment. Designed as an open-concept 
space with an abundance of natural light, glass 
and colours, the revamped building offers a 
unique mix of academic library services, stu-
dent collaboration space and other amenities 
including a self-serve café, an intercultur-
al room, meditation space, gender-neutral 
washrooms, hand and foot washing stations, 
and a living wall. 

As well, the opening of the Bicentennial 
Gardens this summer elevated the Ag Cam-
pus’s reputation as a destination for botani-
cal garden lovers. The addition of an outdoor 

classroom and an alpine house filled with rare 
plants benefit students, faculty and the public.

DEntIstry clInIc rEnEwAl
Oral health education at Dalhousie entered an 
exciting new era in 2018 with the completion 
of a $28-million clinic renewal project. The 
major renovations offer all dentistry and den-
tal hygiene students the opportunity to learn in 
state-of-the-art, world-class facilities.  

The Dr. William Murphy Dental Clinic, 
named after the late Bill Murphy (DDS'56),  
also boosts the Faculty of Dentistry’s capaci-
ty to provide care to the community. An esti-
mated 6,000 individuals annually receive care 
through the Faculty’s dental clinics. With the 
upgrades, students are now able to offer im-
proved oral health-care service to even more 
patients, building on more than a century of 
outreach work. 

Bright lighting, restful colours and in-
creased accessibility define the space, making 
for a comfortable learning environment. New 
features include the student group practice 
model for clinic operations, a simulation lab 
and an enhanced clinic. Together, these fea-
tures enable students to use the latest tech-
niques with the latest equipment, carry out 
cutting-edge research and simulate real-life 
dental practice.

“This project has strengthened our pre-clin-
ical program, enriched our undergraduate ex-
perience and expanded opportunities for our 
graduate students. Most significantly, the re-
newal has allowed us to provide our patients 
with the best possible oral health care,” says 
Ben Davis, the faculty’s dean.

BEyonD 200
Planning is underway for the development 
of an engaging new public space on Stud-
ley Campus to honour the university’s 200th 
anniversary. With funding from the Province 
of Nova Scotia’s active transportation ini-
tiative Connect 2, the Bicentennial Common 
will be designed to enrich the Dal communi-
ty and general public with functional, pedes-
trian-oriented public space that encourages 
physical activity and active transportation. 

ABOVE: The Ag 
Campus Student 
Learning Commons 
opened on the 
top floor of the Ag 
Campus MacRae 
Library. BELOW:  
The Faculty of 
Dentistry completed 
a $28-million clinic 
renewal project.
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Your generosity fuels the onstage and behind-the-scenes work of hundreds of theatre artists, 
and ensures programs like our annual school tour and the Neptune Theatre School 

can continue to exist. 

Your charitable donation helps to 
build dreams and create memories.

Learn more at neptunetheatre.com/donate
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FACULTY OF
GRADUATE STUDIES

You started your 
journey at Dal

Why stop 
there?
Whether you want to 
accelerate your career or 
become a leading expert 
in your field, we’ll help  
you realize your goals. 

Learn more:
dal.ca/grad 

Dalhousie University  •  Faculty of Grad Studies Ad  •  Dalhousie Magazine  
Colour  •  7.375” x 4.875” 

Contact: Andrew Riley, andrew.riley@dal.ca
Artwork Design Services: Design Services, 494.3636 or design.services@dal.ca
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On line 
vISIT US AT AlUMNI.DAl.CA
lIKE US AT fACEBooK.CoM/DAlUMNI
follow US oN TwITTER @DAl_AlUMNI
follow US oN INSTAgRAM @DAlAlUMNI

in print

Philanthropy: Breaking Down Barriers p. 30

Events: Igniting Dal’s Third Century p. 32 

Donor Profile: Rob Steele p. 34

Spotlight: Lynda Kuhn (BA’78) p. 36

Alumni Events p. 37

Class Notes p. 39

In Memoriam p. 41

stay cOnnected 

UPDATE yoUR INfo If you’ve missed  
event invitations or have moved, update your 
address at dal.ca/alumni/update or email  
alumni.records@dal.ca

 ShARE yoUR NEwS Tell classmates what 
you’ve been up to: email classnotes@dal.ca  
or go to alumni.dal.ca/class-notes

 volUNTEER yoUR TIME Find out  
about alumni volunteer activities at  
alumni.dal.ca/volunteer 

 CoNNECT wITh yoUR fACUlTy Social  
events, lectures and more—find out what  
your faculty alumni team offers at  
alumni.dal.ca/faculties

 fIND yoUR ChAPTER Make a local  
connection with Dal alumni in your area at  
alumni.dal.ca/chapters

wE’RE oN INSTAgRAM 
Follow the new @dalalumni account to view 
photos from alumni events, be inspired by 
your fellow grads, learn more about your 
alumni benefits, and more!
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Breaking down barriers

pHilantHrOpy

Dal donors help make education accessible for students. By Fallon Bourgeois 
with files from Alison DeLory

“I lost my dream. My grief clouded everything.” Njillan Forbes 
(BSc ’17) was in her first year at Dal when she lost her mother—
her biggest supporter—and it changed her life. She wasn’t sure 
how she would handle her grief, let alone pay for her education. 
But despair turned to hope when she received the Slaight Family 

Foundation Scholarship for African Students. “It was a sign that I was 
still on this journey and I needed to keep going,” says Forbes, who went 
on to graduate with an honors degree in earth sciences. 

It’s not a stretch to say that students like Forbes can continue, or in 
some cases even pursue, an education because of the generosity of Dal 
donors. It helps to make university more inclusive and accessible for all.

 
 Forward thinking
Much like Forbes, computer science student Aisha Gattous was also 
confronted with an issue that left her wondering if she could finish her 
second year at Dal. Neither her grades nor motivation were the issue—
she didn’t know how she would pay for tuition and other associated costs 
of school. “I work two part-time jobs, so I had enough money saved for 
my first semester, but I was financially strapped for second semester.”

Before Gattous was forced to make a tough decision heading into 
winter term last year, she received news she was one of 12 Dalhou-
sie students to receive The Joyce Family Foundation Student Success 
Award. The award is earmarked to help Nova Scotian students overcome  
socio-economic barriers by providing financial aid. “When I found out 
I had received this bursary it energized me and gave me a new sense of 
motivation. Knowing someone is supporting my education and future 
makes me want to do my best,” she says. “I’m confident it will help me 
stay on track and finish my degree on time and with high grades.” 

Supporting dreamS
The dream to study medicine was one that Jelisa Bradley (BSc’15) had 
throughout her undergraduate degree. So, when she found out she was 

accepted to medical school at Dal, although the associated costs were 
daunting, she was fully committed to turning her dream of becoming a 
doctor into a reality. 

While she was hopeful she would get some form of financial aid, 
she was overwhelmed with gratitude when she received news she was 
awarded the Stewart E. Allen Bursary in Medicine. One of the largest 

“Knowing someone is supporting my education and future  
makes me want to do my best.”
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awards in the Faculty of Medicine, it covers the cost of medical tuition 
and fees. The bursary stems from Mr. Allen’s deep desire to help stu-
dents who face financial barriers that may prohibit them from following 
their dreams. 

“I was shocked and overjoyed when I got the news,” she recalls. And 
it wasn’t until she completed her first year of medical school last spring 
that she truly processed the enormity. “Before I started med school I 
thought perhaps I could balance a part-time job, but I’ve realized that 
would be near impossible. The volume of work and the time commit-
ment in both the classroom and clinical settings can be quite intense. 
The financial relief has been huge.

“My bursary has completely changed my med school experience  
and life. The impact was particularly top of mind last March during 
Wellness Week here at Dal. Students face a lot of stress, but this act of 
kindness has taken away a huge burden for me. What an incredible 
thing to do for students.” 

leFt “When i found out i received this bursary, it energized me,” says computer 
science student aisha Gattous, recipient of the Joyce Family Foundation student 
success award. aBOVe njillan Forbes (Bsc’17) says receiving the slaight Family 
Foundation scholarship for african students “was a sign i needed to keep going.” 
riGHt “the financial relief has been huge,” says medical student Jelisa Bradley 
(Bsc’15), who received the stewart e. allen Bursary in Medicine.
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Igniting Dal’s third century

eVents

“Our future is powered by the achievements you’re seeing  
from Dalhousie today.”

Ignite dinner profiles creativity, inspiration and world-changing research.  
By Ryan McNutt
 

T
o ignite is to set in motion. For Dalhousie, on September 28, 
it was its third century. The Ignite gala dinner, a highlight of  
Dal’s 200th year and marquee event of Homecoming weekend, 
shone a spotlight on the future and offered exquisite theatrical 
and musical performances. The evening concluded with an in-

spiring announcement. 
But at the heart of the event was the impact that Dal teaching and re-

search is poised to make in its third century not just in our region, but 
across the country and around the world.

“Tonight, we look to that future—to our next 100 years, to our third 
century,” said President Richard Florizone in his opening remarks to 
the crowd of 1,200. “It’s a future unwritten, but one that is being penned 
each and every day across our campuses, powered by the achievements 
you’re seeing from Dalhousie today.”

groundbreaking reSearch, global impact
That was made clear by three research spotlights spread throughout the 
dinner, each highlighting groundbreaking Dal projects responding di-
rectly to global challenges. 

Chemistry Professor Mita Dasog shared how her lab is developing 
ways to store solar energy in chemical bonds. Currently, the materials 
required to do this are rare and expensive (like platinum), but by discov-
ering materials that are abundant and cheap, the lab is working towards 
obtaining a limitless and green source of energy. 

Then the audience was taken to Ethiopia, where Dal’s Faculty of Agri-
culture is leading one of the largest international development projects 
awarded to a Canadian university. ATTSVE (Agricultural Transforma-
tion Through Stronger Vocational Education) is helping revolutionize 
agricultural education, empowering women and men to reshape agri-
cultural education to create entrepreneurs, strengthen support to farm-
ing communities and improve production.

dreaming oF a better Future
There was nary a dry eye in the house as Dr. Jason Berman of the Depart-
ment of Pediatrics (also an attending physician and interim vice-presi-
dent of research at the IWK Health Centre) took the stage with the Dis-
ney family, including 13-year-old Grace. 

Grace was diagnosed with acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL), that 
once carried a very guarded prognosis even with the most aggressive 
therapy. She became the first child treated in Atlantic Canada with an 
innovative approach without chemotherapy—a molecularly targeted 
therapy built on research conducted in Dal’s Zebrafish Core Facility, 
which uses tiny zebrafish to study and treat various diseases, including 
cancers. Today, Grace is cancer-free. Her mother, Nicola, spoke about 
how she believes in the power of research to help people live better 
lives, “because our daughter is living proof”—a comment that earned 
a standing ovation. 

taking centre Stage
“The talent and creativity it takes to change our world for the better is 
here, at Dalhousie, in Nova Scotia and Atlantic Canada—and it’s only 
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growing stronger,” said Zac Comeau (BA’17) who co-hosted the event 
with Claudia Gutierrez (BA’18), both recent Fountain School of Per-
forming Arts graduates. 

That was evident not just in the event’s research stories, but in the 
music and performance that surrounded them. Guests enjoyed live, 
original music composed by Fountain School faculty member Tim 
Crofts, recent grad Neven Prostran (MA(Musicology)’17) and student 
Taylor MacGillivray. 

And the performing arts took centre stage as President Florizone 
shared an enthusiastic update on Dal’s Performing Arts Campaign 
that will support the expansion and revitalization of the Dalhousie Arts 
Centre and create innovative practice and rehearsal spaces for stu-
dents. Less than a week after the province’s $10-million contribution 
to the effort, President Florizone announced a $2-million donation 
from campaign chair Rob Steele and a matching gift from honorary co-
chairs Fred and Elizabeth Fountain. 

“We’re proud to be part of making our region a world-class perform-
ing arts destination,” said President Florizone. “Let’s work together for 
the students and artists of today—and don’t stop thinking about to-
morrow either!”

Following Ignite, it was hard not to. 

FrOM tOp president richard Florizone welcomes 1,200 guests to the ignite gala 
dinner; chemistry professor dr. Mita dasog sharing how her lab is creating ways to 
store solar energy; Hannah pugh, attsVe project coordinator, and ag student Maddie 
empey gave the crowd insight on a dal partnership in ethiopia; dr. Jason Berman 
was joined on stage by the disney family, including 13-year-old Grace (second from 
left), who was directly impacted by research conducted at the Zebrafish core Facility; 
Fountain school of performing arts students, faculty and staff performed throughout 
the evening. leFt co-hosts claudia Gutierrez and Zac comeau.N
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Key player 

dOnOr prOFile 

“The arts make a community interesting and vibrant;  
it adds texture and colour.”

Entrepreneur Rob Steele puts his passion for music 
centre stage, as he leads—and contributes to—Dal’s 
Performing Arts Campaign
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R
ob Steele is a businessman. But for those who know him well it’s 
clear his true passion lies in the arts. It’s a love that has been ever 
present in his life, traced back to his childhood and home filled 
with music. 

“My mother is a musician. She was a music teacher for many 
years, teaching both in school and our house,” says Steele as jazz music 
from a noon-hour recital at the Dal Arts Centre plays in the background. 
“We always had people in our house practicing violin, voice or piano.”

It’s that passion that spurred Steele’s recent $2-million donation to 
Dal’s Performing Arts Campaign, of which he is the campaign chair. His 
generosity was a major boost to the project that will see the construction 
of a new addition to the Arts Centre, including state-of-the-art perfor-
mance, practice and rehearsal spaces as well as new Costume Studies 
studios. It will also create enhanced opportunities for students and a 
new cultural venue for Halifax. 

While there are many reasons Steele was a natural fit for the role—
he’s one of Atlantic Canada’s top executives with a long history of giving 
back to his community—his love of the arts positioned him well to lead 
the $38.5 million campaign. 

“The arts make a community interesting and vibrant; it adds a lot of 
texture and colour. If you look at cities around the world, cultural cities 
are the most attractive,” says Steele, adding that Vienna and Austin are 
two of his favourite places to visit. “Nurturing the arts program here [at 
Dalhousie] will attract a lot of people who want to develop their talent 
and will ultimately enhance the culture and community.”

And building strong communities is a thing Steele knows a thing or 
two about. 

He began his entrepreneurial career in the auto-related industry and 
in 1990 purchased his first auto dealership, building Steele Auto Group 
into the largest and most diversified auto group in Atlantic Canada, 
employing 1,500 people. Recently Steele was named EY Entrepreneur 
of the Year in Atlantic Canada for his leadership and success with both 

Steele Auto Group and Newfoundland Capital Corporation, one of 
Canada’s leading radio broadcasters. 

But it’s his community contributions that he hopes he’ll be remem-
bered for. “At the end of the day you’re not really known for your busi-
ness acumen as much as what you did for people and how you made 
them feel. The truly important thing is how you’ve enhanced people 
around you—in your life and your community.” —Fallon Bourgeois 
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Recital Hall Rendering 

Now is your chance to be a part of 
our campaign as we launch  
Fill the House – an opportunity to 
name a seat in the Joseph Strug 
Concert Hall. Celebrate a loved 
one, mark a special milestone or 
simply show your appreciation 
for the performing arts in this 
beautiful new space. 

Make a gift today to name the  
best seat in the house.

BRING THIS 
NEW CONCERT 
HALL TO LIFE

GIVING.DAL.CA/FILLTHEHOUSE

Fill the House Dal Mag 1/2 pg ad.indd   1 2018-11-14   2:23 PM



I
t’s mid-summer and Lynda Kuhn (BA’78) is getting set to spend a 
week in Kenya to meet the young people assisted by the charity she 
co-founded, the Wezesha Education Foundation. Wezesha means 

‘empower’ in the Swahili language, reflecting Wezesha’s desire to 
empower gifted young people through education.

“It’s very apparent when you travel to a country like Kenya that people 
hold education as the brass ring beyond anything else,” she says from 
her office at Maple Leaf Foods in Mississauga, where she is senior vice 
president of purpose and public affairs, and chair of the Maple Leaf 
Centre for Action on Food Security. But attending school, even in the 
secondary grades, is not free in Kenya. “We identify the brightest kids 
with the greatest economic needs and provide them with support so 
they can pursue both secondary and post-secondary education.”

Kuhn became interested in the issue after visiting and volunteering 
in the country for several years, and co-founded the group six years ago 
with Canadian charity Speroway, which focuses on advancing global 
education and health care, and Peter Thairu, a long-time Kenyan ed-
ucator and Wezesha’s education director. “Wezesha is about helping 
young people to build self-confidence and leadership skills” she says. 

“It’s not so that they can leave their country and get better jobs elsewhere. 
It’s so that they can reinvest our support and their skills back into their 
families and communities.”

And it’s working. The group currently supports 100 students, provid-
ing money for tuition, cost of living and other expenses, with 40 per cent 
of the students attending university and the remainder in high school. 
Five university graduates are currently working full time in their cho-
sen fields and the group recently graduated its first medical doctor and 
three engineers. Wezesha has achieved an over 90 per cent success rate 
with students in the program graduating secondary and post-second-
ary institutions across Kenya. 

Kuhn, who grew up in a military family and lived in many places, ap-
preciates the value of a top-notch education, which she said she got at 

“These young people inspire me. They have taught me a great deal  
about what’s important in life.”

School booster
Lynda Kuhn (BA’78) helps empower Kenyan students 
through education

spOtliGHt

Dalhousie. “I really had an interest in anthropology, particularly social 
anthropology, and Dal had some really phenomenal professors, so it felt 
like a good fit for me.” She went on to get her masters in applied anthro-
pology at Montreal’s McGill University, then did her field research in 
Atlantic Canada, where she took a job with Cape Breton’s Potlotek First 
Nations band in Cape Breton. She eventually moved on to the corporate 
world, and has worked for Maple Leaf Foods for 16 years as part of their 
executive team.

Kuhn says she is in awe of the Kenyan students that her organiza-
tion supports, given the hardships they endure to receive an education. 

“These young people inspire me: what they overcome, and their passion 
for education and using their talents to benefit their communities and 
their families, they have taught me a great deal about what’s important 
in life.”—Pat Lee
To learn more about the Wezesha Education Foundation, you can reach Lynda 
at Lynda.Kuhn@mapleleaf.com or at www.speroway.com.

linda Kuhn (Ba’78), far right, with a group of students in Kenya
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It’s been an exciting fall!

Cause to celebrate

aluMni eVents

T
he combination of Homecoming and 200th anniversary events 
made for an exciting fall. From alumni gatherings to marquee 
speakers and conferences, there was much to celebrate. 

Dalhousie Coast to Coast wrapped up in Truro at Dal’s Agri-
cultural Campus, marked with the grand opening of the Student 

Learning Commons. It was a fitting space to host the final stop of the 
cross-country tour. 

The new Student Learning Commons was conceived to bring the 
campus together, building community among students, faculty and 
staff—a place where everyone truly belongs. A key feature of the space is 
the CIBC Multicultural Centre. “A special place such as this would not 
be possible without this generous gift from our friends at CIBC,” said 
Dean and Campus Principal David Gray. 

Celebrations continued in Halifax for Homecoming with the grand 
opening of the Dr. William Murphy Dental Clinic, the 50,000-square-
foot, $28-million revitalized clinic named in honour of alumnus Bill 
Murphy (DDS’56), and what Dalhousie President Richard Florizone 
described as his “catalytic gift” to the Dental Clinic renewal. 

The Faculty of Science also unveiled a new space on campus, official-
ly opening the outdoor learning classroom. Featuring over 120 native 
species of plants, the space is named for the late Dr. Bill Friedman, a 
much-beloved professor and former chair of the biology department. 

A heartfelt thanks to alumni and sponsors who helped make Home-
coming Weekend one to remember.—Jessie Hannah

Dal’s first Homecoming of its third century was one 
to remember 

leFt the ribbon is cut on the new dr. 
William Murphy dental clinic. (l-r) elder 
Geri Musqua-leBlanc, lisa Murphy, dr. 
Ben davis, Karen spaulding, dr. richard 
Florizone, Kristen Gamache FrOM tOp 
Mary Barker at the Women’s division 
annual tea; Health sciences, winners 
of the cup in the 5th annual Fun run 
riGHt ashley Mcconnell-Gordon (Ba’06, 
llB’09), co-founder of Benjamin Bridge 
spoke at the coast-to-coast event 
in truro BelOW riGHt carol Bryson 
received an honourary jersey from her 
grandson, dal tiger nathan Whidden, on 
behalf of her late husband, dave Bryson 
(Ba’54, llB’57) at the decade Greats 
football commemoration
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I have assisted many Dalhousie

University faculty and alumni with their

buying and selling needs. Contact me to

discuss how I can be of service.

Ernie Buote, FRI, EPC
Cell: 902.499.3041

Email: ernieb@domus.ns.ca

d o m u s r e a l t y . c a
Ernie Buote

SOMETIMES YOU JUST NEED 
A LITTLE HELP TO GET OVER 
THAT BUMP IN THE ROAD
Starting university is exciting but it can be 
challenging too. For many students it’s their first 
time living away from home and managing finances. 
Unforeseen financial challenges can impact on 
students’ ability to stay in university and it is a 
Dalhousie priority to reverse this trend.  The new 
On Track Microbursary will be available to students 
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class nOtes

1970s
’79
himmet dajee, Post 
Graduate Medicine, trained at 
Dalhousie and completed the 
General Surgery Residency 
in 1980. During his training 
at Dal, tragedy occurred in 
Cape Town so he had to leave 
for a funeral. The experience 
he gained from the surgical 
division was extremely 
valuable, allowing him to 
complete cardiac training in 
California. Himmet has written 
a memoir of his upbringing 
in Cape Town, titled A Boy 
Named Courage: A Surgeon’s 
Memoir of Apartheid.

1980s
’80
tim mccluSkey, BSc, 
returned from Kamloops, 
B.C., to N.B. in 2010 after 
26 years in the educational 
system there and settled in 
Fredericton, working with 
the Department of Education 
and Early Childhood 
Development’s (EECD) 
Office of Educator Excellence 
and later the Facilities 
and Pupil Transportation 
Branch. Outside of work, 
Tim is president of the 
Muriel McQueen Fergusson 
Foundation’s board of 
directors. The foundation is 
dedicated to the prevention 
and elimination of family 
violence is all forms. In 

addition to supporting valued 
programs of groups across 
the Atlantic region and 
nationally, the foundation is an 
equal partner with University 
of New Brunswick in the 
ongoing operations of the 
Muriel McQueen Centre for 
Family Violence Research. Tim 
remains in touch with several 
classmates, and when not on 
his bicycle, watching his Leafs 
in winter or buried in a book, 
might be found at a cottage in 
Caissie Cape or visiting one of 
his offspring in either Halifax 
or Toronto.

’81
cliFFord j. Shaw, QC 
LLM, LLB, is a 36-year 
Calgary lawyer doing banking, 
commercial litigation and 
insolvency law at Burstall LLP.

1990s
’90
tory S. thorkelSon 
BA, recently completed 
a Doctorate of Language 
Studies (Charter University) 
and is a regular contributor 
to EFL Magazine. He has 
been teaching for 20 years 
at Hanyang University’s 
Seoul Campus, where he 
is an associate professor in 
the English Language and 
Literature Department.

’91
carole ball BA, starred 
in Erma Bombeck: At Wit’s 
End, by Allison Engel and 
Margaret Engel and directed 
by Geoff Ball, presented 

at the Al Whittle Theatre in 
Wolfville in June. The show 
was performed in Lockeport, 
N.S. in July as well. Erma 
Bombeck, one of America’s 
most beloved humourists, 
captured the frustrations of 
her generation by asking, “If 
life is a bowl of cherries, what 
was I doing in the pits?” This 
is the story behind America’s 
favourite average housewife, 
who championed the lives of 
women with a wit that sprang 
from the most unexpected 
place of all—the truth.

’92
ian robertSon MBA, 
is a portfolio manager in 
Vancouver focusing on 
responsible investment, 
integrating environmental, 
social and governance factors 
into the selection of securities 
and into the voting of proxies. 
He was recently elected board 

chair of Canada’s Responsible 
Investment Association and 
is pursuing his DPhil (PhD) 
part-time at the University of 
Oxford, where his thesis is 
also focussed on responsible 
investment and proxy voting. 
His first paper, “Responsible 
Investment Requires a Proxy 
Voting System Responsive 
to Retail Investors”, was 
awarded Best Student Paper 
at the UN backed Principles 
for Responsible Investment’s 
Academic Conference and 
published as a book chapter 

in Designing a Sustainable 
Financial System (Palgrave 
McMillan, 2018).

’93 
todd yeadon BSc’93, 
has joined SimplyCast as 
the vice-president of design, 
standardization and marketing. 
SimplyCast is a cloud-based 
marketing automation solution 
for small, midsize and large 
organizations, with thousands 
of customers in over 175 
countries. Todd continues 

Call (902) 423-1161 or email sales@atlanticahalifax.com
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1981 autocorrect, gateway drug, 
inFomercial
1993 body camera, FaShioniSta, webSite
2003 binge-watch, manScaping, unFriend  
2006 bucket liSt, crowdFunding, toteS
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www.merriam-webster.com/time-traveler
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to live in Hubbards with his 
wife, marina cavanaugh, 
BEDS’92, MEDS’96. Both 
of their children are at post-
secondary schools in the 
province. Todd was active 
in Phi Delta Theta during his 
Dalhousie years.

2000s
’03
alicia a. macdonald BA 
graduated from Dalhousie as 
a mother and mature student, 
and then completed her BEd 
at Cape Breton University’s 
School of Education. What 
followed was a cross-country 
trip across beautiful Canada, 
from east to west. She has 
been teaching in Alberta for 
five years. She is currently 
completing her private pilot’s 
licence for single engine 
aircraft, and she will continue 
to complete her commercial 
license. Alicia can say with 
honesty that graduating from 
Dalhousie University gave her 
wings!

’06
peter eFthymiadiS 
BA, established Halitecture 
Photography in April 2018, 
a business with a mission 
to celebrate and promote 
the awareness of Halifax’s 

architectural landmarks. A 
proud alumnus of Dalhousie, 
Peter’s first project was 
Daltecture, a portrait book 
that features the unique and 
remarkable architecture 
that comprise the university 
campuses, launched at 
the Dalhousie Bookstore 
in May. Peter also recently 
launched a souvenir book 
titled Halitecture. Peter’s 
next project will be with Nova 
Scotia’s legislature: a souvenir 
book for Province House. For 
more information, you can find 
Halitecture on Instagram.

’08
emily harriS BA recently 
published an article featured 
in Municipal World, titled 
“How far is the provincial hand 
in the local pocket?”.

2010s
’12
david verbeek BCD, has 
recently been awarded the 
Prix de Rome in Architecture 
for Emerging Practitioners by 
the Canada Council for the 
Arts. Following graduation 
from Dalhousie, he worked 
with Frank Palermo at the 
Cities and Environment 
Unit and then completed a 
Master of Architecture at the 
University of Toronto, where 
he was awarded the RAIC 
Gold Medal, the AIA Henry 
Adams Medal and the OAA 
Architectural Guild Medal. 
He is currently working with 
the Office for Metropolitan 
Architecture in Rotterdam.
 

902-423-6440902-423-6440
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in MeMOriaM

g. e. burpee Fuller, 
DDIP’36, Unknown, on April 
5, 2018

doriS claudine hilchey, 
BA’40, MA’41, Halifax, N.S., on 
June 14, 2018

winSton langille, 
DDIP’40, Truro, N.S., on July 
13, 2018

kathleen iSabel (Spurr) 
cox, DPhrm’41, Halifax, N.S., 
on May 9, 2018

hugh john mclellan, 
BSc’41, MSc’47, Falls Church, 
Va., on May 10, 2018

FranceS jean (harriSon) 
geddeS, LCMUS’43, 
Scarborough, Ont., on July 
15, 2018

Florence mary 
(macdermid) lang, BA’44, 
Sydney, N.S., on June 13, 
2018

arthur erneSt burgeSS, 
BSc’45, DEngr’45, BEng’47, 
Ottawa, Ont., on April 23, 
2018

Samuel raymond 
purchaSe, BA’47, Orleans, 
Ont., on June 10, 2018

alliSter m. mackay, 
DDIP’47, Falls Church, VA, on 
September 3, 2018

walter maynard Shaw, 
MD’48, Oshawa, Ont., on April 
27, 2018

arthur john crouSe, 
BSc’49, DEngr’49, BEng’51, 
Halifax, N.S., on April 7, 2018

david charleS kinley, 
DEngr’49, BEng’51, 
Sherbrooke, N.S., on April 
29, 2018

robert wilbert 
hodgSon, DEngr’49, 
BSc’50, BEng’51, 
Mississauga, Ont., on May 
17, 2018

leonard jameS Stephen, 
MD’49, Saint John, N.B., on 
July 4, 2018

neil leSlie bankS, 
BComm’49, Kelowna, B.C., on 
July 24, 2018

alliSon chalmerS 
macmillan, BSc’49, 
Riverview, N.B., on August 
26, 2018

wendell holmeS jeFFrey, 
BSc’49, MD’53, Bridgewater, 
N.S., on August 26, 2018

marjorie lorraine 
Smith, MSc’49, MD’54, 
Halifax, N.S., on September 
26, 2018

jack raymond may, 
BSc’50, MD’55, Port 
Colborne, Ont., on June 16, 
2018

Stewart burgeSS 
ruSSell, FRC’50, Truro, 
N.S., on June 16, 2018

anne elizabeth 
(thexton) eSSlinger, 
BA’50, Annapolis Royal, N.S., 
on July 24, 2018

jameS albert proudFoot, 
BSc’50, Mississauga, Ont., on 
August 3, 2018

ray Fulton, BEng’51, Truro, 
N.S., on April 12, 2018

robert david mcbride, 
DEngr’51, BEng’53, Halifax, 
N.S., on June 25, 2018

jean adele Findlay, BA’51, 
Hopewell, N.S., on September 
4, 2018

douglaS Frederick 
oakley, DEngr’51, 
BEng’55, Dartmouth, N.S., on 
September 26, 2018

a. donat pharand, LLM’52, 
LLB’52, LLD’99, Ottawa, Ont., 
on April 18, 2018

nancy elizabeth (briggS) 
kehoe, BA’52, Halifax, N.S., 
on September 12, 2018

edward arthur melvin, 
BA’53, Halifax, N.S., on June 
29, 2018

john edmund bethune, 
MD’53, Lummi Island, Wash., 
on September 4, 2018

eric melliSh lane, 
LLB’54, North York, Ont., on 
May 2, 2018

c. patricia (FowneS) 
harriS, BA’54, LLB’57, 
Halifax, N.S., on June 5, 2018

b. jean (turner) FraSer, 
BA’55, Halifax, N.S., on July 
23, 2018

alFred graham hart, 
BEng’55, Mississauga, Ont., 
on July 28, 2018

auguStine d. d’eon, 
AGFY’55, West Pubnico, 
N.S., on August 26, 2018

george Stuart Fairn, 
DPhrm’55, Middleton, N.S., 
on September 8, 2018

beverley campbell 
traSk, MD’55, Sydney, N.S., 
on September 9, 2018

paul gerard napier, 
BEng’55, Hubbards, N.S., on 
September 9, 2018

bruce wallace ForreSt, 
DEngr’55, BSc’56, 
BEng’59, Brampton, Ont., on 
September 13, 2018

joSeph royden trainor, 
DDS’56, Port Hawkesbury, 
N.S., on August 14, 2018

Jean elizabeth 
macpherSon, BSc’57, 
Halifax, N.S., on April 1, 2018

carol ann campbell, 
BA’57, BEd’59, MA’88, Truro, 
N.S., on May 29, 2018

patricia claire (millS) 
haliburton, DTSN’57, 
Digby, N.S., on June 26, 2018

beulah irving 
(macinneS) moricky, 
DPH’58, Stellarton, N.S., on 
April 30, 2018

alan thomaS cahill, 
MD’58, Naples, Fla., on May 
17, 2018

david douglaS johnSton, 
BEng’58, Dartmouth, N.S., on 
May 18, 2018

peter edwin darby, 
LLB’58, Halifax, N.S., on June 
4, 2018

lalia angela (dauphinee) 
johnSton, BSc’58, MD’62, 
Halifax, N.S., on June 11, 2018

peter raymond 
bertrand, BEng’58, 
Weymouth, N.S., on July 31, 
2018

norman john luSh, 
MD’59, St. John’s, N.L, on May 
11, 2018

daniel herbert 
jacobSon, BComm’59, Buss 
Point, Australia, on May 15, 
2018

evelyn blanche durland, 
DTSN’59, Hantsport, N.S., on 
July 10, 2018

donald l macdonald, 
DDIP’60, Heatherton, N.S., on 
May 21, 2018

william drummond 
naFtel, BA’61, Halifax, N.S., 
on April 29, 2018

allen lorne jeSS, DDIP’61, 
Sherwood Park, Alta., on June 
15, 2018

edwin joel goldman, 
MD’61, Randallstown, Md., on 
July 9, 2018

david leSlie miSener, 
BEd’62, Wolfville, N.S., on 
May 17, 2018

clare herbert durland, 
LLB’62, Middleton, N.S., on 
May 27, 2018

joSeph nick StaSiuk, 
DDS’62, Portage la Prairie, 
Man, on July 30, 2018

nola gail (roSe) moore, 
BEd’62, North York, Ont., on 
August 18, 2018

robert paul radchuck, 
DEngr’62, BSc’62, BEng’64, 
Toronto, Ont., on September 
7, 2018

nora arnold (arnold) 
vincent, BA’63, BEd’66, 
Kingston, Ont., on April 18, 
2018

william oSborne adamS, 
DDS’63, Halifax, N.S., on July 
23, 2018

murray allen peglar, 
BSc’64, BA’65, MD’70, 
Langley, B.C., on April 3, 
2018

arthur thomaS 
mackinnon, BScPH’64, 
Westville, N.S., on May 2, 
2018

heendrikuS w 
heukShorSt, DDIP’64, 
River John, N.S., on 
September 13, 2018

nielS henry hanSen, 
MD’65, North York, Ont., on 
April 2, 2018

hubert edmund peter 
hawk, MD’65, Vancouver, 
B.C., on April 13, 2018

FranceS d j bremner, 
AGSY’65, Falmouth, N.S., on 
April 15, 2018

juliana belle turnbull-
willdey, BEd’65, Halifax, 
N.S., on June 25, 2018

miriam jean hayman, 
DPH’65, DNSA’67, Chester, 
N.S., on July 8, 2018

l. grace Farley, BN’65, 
Ottawa, Ont., on July 25, 
2018

caldwell alliSon 
mcmillan, BA’65, Fort 
McMurray, Alta., on August 
4, 2018

SuSan marguerite 
(langley) piScatello, 
DNSA’66, East Hartford, 
Conn., on June 7, 2018

trinda lee 
(weatherSton) maclean, 
DED’67, Middleton, N.S., on 
April 6, 2018
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We Can Help 
If you’re thinking of including Dal in your 
estate plans, we can help you match your 
gift to your wishes. 

Explore the possibilities at  
dal.ca/plannedgiving 

Or get in touch, I’m here to answer  
your questions. 

Siobhan Doherty
902.494.6853 | siobhan.doherty@dal.ca 

The Legacy Effect

‘‘My gift in my 
will is ensuring 
a life-changing 
experience for 
others.”
— Karen Woolhouse, BSc’65 

Read Karen’s story at  
alumni.dal.ca/woolhouse
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edgar leroy SceleS, 
BComm’67, Bedford, N.S., on 
April 15, 2018

william F power, BEng’67, 
Unknown, on May 12, 2018

john FraSer napier, 
BComm’67, Halifax, N.S., on 
September 26, 2018

margaret jennie 
laidlaw, BA’68, BEd’69, 
Porters Lake, N.S., on April 
29, 2018

e. clare (macdonald) 
macdonald-keeFe, 
DTSN’68, Halifax, N.S., on 
May 20, 2018

mary jane dodge, LLB’68, 
Vancouver, B.C., on June 8, 
2018

anne (ravenScroFt) ray, 
BA’68, Halifax, N.S., on June 
10, 2018

lance raeburn hale, 
BComm’68, Dartmouth, N.S., 
on June 16, 2018

Sheldon herSh rubin, 
MD’69, Moncton, N.B., on 
August 13, 2018

mark neill oFFman, 
BComm’69, Middle Sackville, 
N.S., on September 23, 2018

william charleS 
hoSkinSon, LLB’70, 
Waterloo, Ont., on June 9, 
2018

imogene vivian 
henderSon, DNSA’70, 
Halifax, N.S., on June 10, 2018

hubert joSeph 
robichaud, BEd’70, Halifax, 
N.S., on July 27, 2018

leo ivan macdonald, 
BA’70, LLB’80, Pictou, N.S., 
on August 26, 2018

peter mcgregor 
archibald, LLB’70, 
Vancouver, B.C., on 
September 7, 2018

danny millen whyte, 
BSc’71, BComm’73, 
Moncton, N.B., on April 2, 
2018

peter john porter, 
DDS’71, Charlottetown, P.E.I., 
on September 29, 2018

peter charleS chipma 
Stickney, LLB’72, New 
Glasgow, N.S., on April 15, 
2018

margaret patricia 
(merner) draper, DPH’72, 
Dartmouth, N.S., on April 28, 
2018

harold arthur kennedy, 
BA’72, Enfield, N.S., on May 
21, 2018

emilia mary veronica 
radzikowSki, BA’73, 
BSW’82, Halifax, N.S., on 
August 30, 2018

evelyna anne (grant) 
chiSholm, BSc’74, 
Antigonish, N.S., on June 9, 
2018

thomaS harry collinS, 
CPA’74, Mount Uniacke, N.S., 
on August 26, 2018

malcolm douglaS Scott, 
PGM’74, Shubenacadie, N.S., 
on September 12, 2018

patricia mary burke, 
MSW’75, Toronto, Ont., on 
April 28, 2018

wylie Spicer, LLB’75, 
Calgary, Alta., on May 21, 
2018

olive enid keith, DPH’75, 
MN’85, Saint John, N.B., on 
August 2, 2018

norma jean murphy, 
BN’75, Halifax, N.S., on 
August 21, 2018

valerie margaret 
robinSon, BEd’76, Sydney, 
N.S., on April 12, 2018

diana lillian engliSh, 
BSc’76, BN’78, MSc’81, 
MPA’87, Dartmouth, N.S., on 
April 24, 2018

jacob william cluett, 
BSc’76, Fort McMurray, Alta., 
on May 16, 2018

patricia ann ForreStall, 
MSW’76, Lower Sackville, 
N.S., on May 27, 2018

martyn ronald waSh, 
BSc’77, BEng’79, Toronto, 
Ont., on April 15, 2018

john murray Sullivan, 
BSc’77, MD’81, Lunenburg, 
N.S., on September 5, 2018

Frederick warren weSt, 
BComm’78, Halifax, N.S., on 
July 30, 2018

patrick FraSer lett, 
PhD’79, LLD’92, Burlington, 
Ont., on May 24, 2018

charleS thomaS 
Schandl, BSc’80, Halifax, 
N.S., on May 23, 2018

ronald m hanlon, 
BEng’81, Halifax, N.S., on 
May 27, 2018

Sheila marie (mcdonah) 
landry, BA’82, BEd’83, 
LLB’88, Dartmouth, N.S., on 
April 9, 2018

arnold henrihethe 
p. laureijS, DDIP’82, 
BEng’91, Dartmouth, N.S., on 
April 12, 2018

hal bonnell ForbeS, 
CCS’82, Halifax, N.S., on 
August 24, 2018

joan cavell kean-howie, 
MSc’82, PhD’94, Halifax, 
N.S., on May 26, 2018

brian joSeph SamSon, 
DEngr’83, BEng’85, Arichat, 
N.S., on May 27, 2018

john hamilton woodS, 
DEngr’85, BEng’88, 
Cincinnati, Ohio, on July 29, 
2018

paul kenneth lepSoe, 
LLB’86, Ottawa, Ont., on July 
3, 2018

SuSan l. zwicker, 
BComm’87, BScN’04, 
Bridgewater, N.S., on June 
18, 2018

lana belle maclean, 
MLIS’87, Port Hawkesbury, 
N.S., on September 6, 2018

ellen maud bennett, 
CCS’88, Vancouver, B.C., on 
May 11, 2018

Scott d. Freeman, 
TECH’88, Unknown, on May 
19, 2018

matthew george 
grimSon, BA’89, Middleton, 
N.S., on June 19, 2018

iSabelle jean (googoo) 
maclean, BSW’89, 
Whycocomagh, N.S., on July 
23, 2018

ho Sing tom, BSc’90, 
Halifax, N.S., on June 16, 
2018

j. kareen walker, 
BScPH’90, Hammonds 
Plains, N.S., on June 25, 2018

michael zSolt 
galamboS, LLB’90, 
Vancouver, B.C., on August 
29, 2018

marilyn dorcaS edgren, 
BN’91, Timberlea, N.S., on 
April 24, 2018

Shailini rani Sarwal, 
BSc’91, MD’95, Halifax, N.S., 
on August 31, 2018

tereSa margaret 
StephenS, BScN’92, St. 
Peter’s, N.S., on May 22, 2018

michael donald dinn, 
BSc’95, Dartmouth, N.S., on 
May 9, 2018

Sherry l. binnS, DHSA’95, 
Dartmouth, N.S., on May 26, 
2018

adam matthew 
popowich, BA’96, New 
Glasgow, N.S., on May 26, 
2018

matthew hillS, BA’97, 
Halifax, N.S., on May 24, 2018

ulrike hainle (hainlie) 
walker, PhD’97, Wolfville, 
N.S., on June 4, 2018

deirdre m. murphy, 
BA’98, London, United 
Kingdom, on June 5, 2018

anne-marie lee SykeS, 
BA’99, Halifax, N.S., on June 
15, 2018

cryStal lorraine 
cavanagh, DTech’00, 
Unknown, on May 21, 2018

guy robert boudreau, 
BEng’02, Petit De Grat, N.S., 
on August 13, 2018

cyril mcdonald, BA’06, 
Mount Uniacke, N.S., on April 
10, 2018

ruth marie martin, BA’09, 
Halifax, N.S., on May 20, 2018

courage oSoSa eigbike, 
MSc’13, Abbotsford, B.C., on 
July 4, 2018
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From Vancouver to St. John’s “as the crow flies” is 
about 5,000 kilometres and would take just over 
12 hours to cover by airplane. But if instead you 
boarded a bus, decked out to celebrate Dalhousie’s 
200th year with a goal to meet as many of our 
alumni across the country as possible, that naviga-
tional route looks very different.  

This was the very essence of Dalhousie: Coast 
to Coast. With stops in 12 cities, there was a lot of 
excitement leading to some awe-inspiring memo-
ries with people who, quite frankly, felt like family.  
Over Maritime lobster rolls, donairs and blueberry 
grunt, I connected with some phenomenal alumni. 
People like Dr. Gregory Neiman in Montreal, 
who graduated from Dal Med school in 1948—70 
years ago! Or ACTRA President Ferne Downey BA 
(Theatre)’78 LLD’17 in Toronto, who is passionate 
still about performing arts and the Dalhousie Arts 
Centre. Or recent graduate Ashley Salvador (BA’17) 
in Edmonton who has made a significant impact 
on the accessibility of affordable housing.  

The coast-to-coast event was a tribute to the 
impact and influence our alumni have had in their 
communities, both on a personal and professional 
level. It was also a nod to the incredible role they 
have played in making Dal’s history. Our alumni 
are our greatest ambassadors, and serve as shining 
examples of what one can achieve when you dream 
big and work together to make something extraor-
dinary happen.

As we look forward our third century, I can say 
with the utmost confidence that Dalhousie alumni 
will be at the forefront of shaping what lies ahead. 
The future is bright, especially with Dal alum at the 
helm. –Richard Florizone

Our alumni are our great ambassadors and 
show what can be achieved when we dream 
big and work together.

ConneCting, Coast to Coast  
A journey across the country shows the impact that Dal alumni have  
on their communities, their country—and on Dalhousie



Especially the ones that could cost you hundreds or thousands of dollars a year — like a sprained knee, a medical 
emergency abroad or even a broken tooth. That’s why there’s Alumni Health & Dental Insurance. 

It can help protect you against the cost of routine and unexpected medical expenses not covered by your government 
plan*. Coverage options include dental care, prescription drugs, massage therapy, travel emergency medical and more. 
The icing on the cake is that it helps you keep more money in your pocket — and who doesn’t want that? 

Not all surprises are good ones. 

Get a quote today. 1-866-842-5757 
or Manulife.com/Dalhousie

Underwri� en by The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company.
Manulife and the Block Design are trademarks of The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company and are used by it, and by its a�  liates under licence. 
©2018 The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company. All rights reserved. Manulife, PO Box 670, Stn Waterloo, Waterloo, ON N2J 4B8.
*Conditions, Limitations, Exclusions may apply. See policy for full details.

Accessible formats and communication supports are available upon request. Visit Manulife.com/accessibility for more information.



HAVE A 
BALL IN 
SHIRREFF
HALL

Available between May and August and only steps from the picturesque 
Northwest Arm, Shirre�  Hall o� ers a one-of-a-kind, all-inclusive wedding 
package. Featuring a 48-hour time block on six private spaces (indoor and 
outdoor), full food and beverage services, and the ability to host both 
ceremonies and sit-down dinners for upwards of 180 — we can’t wait to 
celebrate with you. Now booking for 2019 and 2020.  DAL.CA/WEDDINGS
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